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Pictured: referring to hsw A successful writer's life takes a miserable turn when he is imprisoned in a yard. How much do you know about Stephen King's Misery? TRIVIA EASY Can you identify the Stephen King Movie from a screenshot? 7 Minute Quiz 7 My TRIVIA The Ultimate Stephen Colbert Quiz 4 Minute Quiz 4 My
TRIVIA MEDIUM Can You Guess The Stephen King Movie From A Single Sentence Summary? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA EASY How well do you remember the popular Western, Tombstone? Quiz 5 Minute Quiz 5 My PERSONALITY react to these TV shows seen in the South and we'll guess which stat you live in 5
Minutes Quiz 5 My TRIVIA Take Roseanne TV show quiz 5 Minute Quiz 5 My PERSONALITY What Rank Would You Achieve in Starfleet? 5 Minute Quiz 5 min TRIVIA can you pass this Disney 101 quiz without using Pixie Dust? 6 Minute Quiz 6 My TRIVIA can you complete song titles with the right colors? 7 Minute
Quiz 7 My TRIVIA Think You Know the Movie Patton? Let's find out! 4 Minute Quiz 4 Min How much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octogenasification? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-eat
explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, stick
with us! It's free to play quizzes! Every week we send questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Do You Wish You Were a Brilliant Author? Stephen
King has written over 50 books and has millions of fans. As one of the most popular horror writers alive, he knows how to write an interesting and captivating book, and he has just published a book titled On Writing that provides valuable insight into how to improve your writing. See 15 tips from Stephen King's book on
how to become a better author here.1. Don't worry too much about Grammar Language don't always have to wear a tie and lace-up shoes, advises King. If you're telling a story, the most important part is telling the story well, so don't worry too much about focusing on grammar. When someone reads a good story, they
often forget that they are reading at all.2. Take advantage of the power of the descriptionDescription begins in the author's imagination, but should end in the reader's, writes King.  Make sure your descriptions are clear and accurate, and don't get lost in your own writing. Keep the story going and use simple vocabulary
so as not to confuse Read. 3. Don't be pretentious One of the really bad things you can do to your writing is to dress up vocabulary, looking for long words, because you might be a little bit ashamed of your short, says King. Speak clearly and try to avoid using jargon.4. Prepare and plan for criticismIf you write (or paint or
dance or shape or sing, I suppose), someone will try to make you feel miserable about it, that's all, writes King. Continue to write even when you don't feel like it, and remain optimistic when you encounter failure.5. Don't focus on trying to please othersIf you intend to write as truthfully as you can, your days as a member
of polite society are numbered anyway, King writes. King himself has received many angry letters from people who don't like his work. Not everyone who reads your book will love it - and that's fine. In writing, King says, I did it for the pure joy of the things. And if you can do it for joy, you can do it forever. Your work should
not get you down; it should inspire and excite you – it should be one of your passions. 7. Writing without DistractionsKing advises you to write without distractions; Write with the door closed; rewrite with the door open. Close the door and turn off your phone so you can connect fully to your writing.8. Write about
everything, including the Bad StuffThee's most important things are the hardest things to say, says King. These are the things you're ashamed of because words lessen your feelings. If your writing will be well rounded and full, you will eventually have to cover a negative or difficult topic. Don't fear these topics - throw
yourself right in!9. Don't steal someone else's VoiceKing thinks you can't aim a book like a cruise missile. Instead of creating pale imitations of others' work, explore every corner of your own mind and experiences to create something unique and original.10. Take your work seriouslyYou can approach the act of writing
with nervousness, excitement, hope, or despair, says King. Get to it in any way, but easy. If you don't believe in your work or you treat it lightly, you may need to put the pen down for a while and get back to writing in the future. I am convinced that fear is the root of most bad writing, King says. The best writers have their
own styles and regularly break the rules of conventional writing. Fear not your mind; Embrace it and see what you create!12. Write every dayThen when I start working on a project, I don't stop, and I don't slow down unless I absolutely have to, says King. Writing should not be a job you hate, and writing every day stops
the story going out of date in your mind.13. Finish your first draft in three monthsThe first draft of a book - even a long one - should take no more than three the length of a season, he says. Writing every day will help you achieve this, and it helps you stay engaged in this great project.14. Fear doesn't cut your WorkMany
writers struggling to cut parts of their writing that they especially enjoyed, but King advises, Kill your darlings, kill your darlings even when it breaks your egocentric little scribbler heart, killing your darlings. It can be hard, but it's important to cut out the boring parts to keep the story afloat. Try to remember that your first
draft is almost never the same as the final draft. 15. Take a break from your work before you get back to itAfter you finish writing, take a break for a few weeks before reading your writing. King suggests 6 weeks, which means you'll have a clear, unbiased head when you finally read your writing. What do you think of this
list? Share it with your friends who love to write and see what they think! Featured photo credit: NY Post via nypost.com In 1980, author Stephen King was already a bestselling novelist known for horror novels like Carrie, 'Salem's Lot, The Shining, and The Stand. He also proved that his work could translate to film after
blockbuster success in the 1976 film adaptation of Carrie. Filmmakers have been inspired by King's work ever since - not only because of their popularity, but because King's writing already has a cinematic quality. King has also adapted a number of his novels into manuscripts himself. But the films adapted from King's
work vary in quality from great to terrible, and it's sometimes hard to say which ones are worth watching. While some are goofier than they are scary, they are still very entertaining. In chronological order, here are the eight best 1980s films adapted from Stephen King's work. Warner Bros. Pictures Famously, King himself
doesn't like masterful director Stanley Kubrick's adaptation of The Shining because of his many departures from King's very personal novel. He is in the minority himself, with a host of critics calling The Shining one of the greatest horror films of all time. In The Shining, a writer named Jack (Jack Nicholson) moves his wife
and young son with him to a large hotel to serve as caretaker in the off-season. However, the hotel has a dark history that affects Jack to do harm to his family. Filled with eerie, unforgettable images, The Shining still scares audiences today. Warner Bros. Pictures Creepshow is an anthology film written by King – his first
produced screenplay. Two of the segments are based on King's short stories, while the other three are original stories based on the horror comics King grew up reading. Creepshow was directed by horror film icon George A. Romero, and while some segments are stronger than others (King proves he's not a very good
actor in The Death of Jordy Verrill), er det det a lot of fun. A less successful successor followed in 1987. Warner Bros. Pictures Critics wasn't kind to Cujo when it was released, but King and his fans have praised the film for being such an effective horror film. In the film, a rabid dog traps a mother (Dee Wallace) and her



son in a broken down car, and they are unable to escape his vicious attack. Although it's a horrible situation on a small scale, it's scary enough to make you jump the next time you hear a dog bark. Paramount Pictures Would be able to see the future be a blessing or a curse? The Dead Zone explores that when a teacher
named Johnny Smith (Christopher Walken) recovers from a coma to discover that he has psychic abilities. He first uses his skills as a force for good as something of a psychological detective for local government, but he is overwhelmed with his abilities when he discovers a politician running for senate (Martin Sheen)
could be responsible for the nuclear destruction of the world in the future. The film, directed by David Cronenberg, effectively distills King's 400+ page novel in a tight, icy psychological thriller. Columbia Pictures Sure, a film about a murderous car may seem goofy, but horror icon John Carpenter turned King's pulpy novel
into a nightmare movie for every car owner. The title car-a beautiful red-and-white 1958 Plymouth Fury-is bought by a teenager (played by Keith Gordon), and his personality begins to change as he recreates it. He soon discovers the car has supernatural powers as it leads its owner down a murderous road. Carpenter
devoted a lot of attention to making the concept of an evil car believable. Paramount Pictures Based on King's graphic short novel Cycle of the Werewolf, Silver Bullet (which King adapted into a screenplay himself) is about a small town terrorized by mysterious deaths. A young paraplegic boy (played by Corey Haim)
discovers that they are caused by a werewolf. Of course, few believe him apart from his alcoholic, loudmouth uncle Red (Gary Busey). Although it's almost as funny as it is scary (the werewolf looks more like a bear than a wolf), the Silver Bullet is great viewing for Halloween. Columbia Pictures Based on King's short
novel The Body (collected in the anthology Different Seasons), the coming-of-age film Stand By Me has been a crowd-pleasing favorite since it was released in theaters. King has called the film the best film adaptation of any of his works, and with good reason - director Rob Reiner triumphantly shows the close
relationship between four young boys the summer before they began to operate their separate ways. Many were surprised that the film was based on a king story since he was so associated with horror, and because of the success of Stand By Me, a series of films based on King's non-horror work were released in the
1990s. TriStar Pictures King published several novels, including Running Man, under the pseudonym Richard Bachman for a number of reasons (including so his publisher would allow him to release more than one book a year). Though the secret was out in the 1987 release of the film adaptation of The Running Man,
the film still credits the novel to Richard Bachman. In the film, Arnold Schwarzenegger plays a wrongfully convicted prisoner who is forced to take part in a TV show in which he will be hunted by professional killers. Although the film differs significantly from the novel, it is still a cult classic and a fun watch.
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